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MOTHERS´ DAY

Our mom is the best friend we can have, and our kindergarten is also aware of this.
Therefore, all the children diligently practiced the program for their moms and enjoyed
“flower power” workshops together. We believe, you had a nice time with us.

https://mailchi.mp/725795eb404e/nsl-family-time-5943803?e=602021651f


WE SPY: Why do you love your mom?

NURSERY

Maggie (Giraffes KOL): We draw together.

Agátka (Giraffes KOL): We can make cake.

Hugo (Hedgehogs SM): Because mummy is very kissing me.

Lara (Hedgehogs SM): Because she is the best.

Danko (Toucans MD): Love my mommy because I love my mommy.

Alfie (Seahorses HP): Because she plays with me.

Marínka (Llamas HP): My mom is Katka and I love her because she is nice to me.

Olivia (Llamas HP): I love her because she takes care of me and dances with me.

RECEPTION

Davidko (Alpacas MD): Because she is soo nice.

Janko (Alpacas MD): Because she is so cute.

Sofia (Sharks SM): She is making me yummy food that I like.

Milo (Sharks SM): Because she puts TV on for me.

Katka (Penguin HP): Because she plays with me and my brother.

Marko (Penguin HP): I like her because she is the best.

YEAR 1

Amálka (Flammingos HP): I love my mom because she is here all the time for me.

Emilko (Whales HP): She cooks the best food.

Peťko (Whales HP): Because she takes me to many clubs.

Sofia H. (Pandas SM): Because she is so good, and she loves me.

Silvi (Foxes): Because she is hugging me.

Lazar (Dragonflies MD): Because she has me.

Mila (Dragonflies MD): Because she is beautiful.

MORE from MOTHERS DAY

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/22f466da-59cf-34fa-cebb-147450f83188/MORE_from_MOTHERS_DAY.pdf


KIDS DAY FUN

Once a year, children get to celebrate their special day with some treats and surprises.
This year, although it came a bit earlier as usually, we were happy to continue the
Cambridge - Funiversity - National Football Stadium cooperation in one giant event to
celebrate all our kids and to spoil them the way, they like the most: meeting famous
cartoon characters, eating cotton candy and enjoying all the fun activities that teachers
prepared for them. Well done to everyone for amazing team work on the day, you make
great team players!



TEACHERS INQUIRY: What was the biggest fun for you when being small?

Miška P (SM): Winter fun activities with my brothers and friends.

Simi (MD): I really loved to play with my sister Roby and with our doggy Donna.  We

were exploring the huge, beautiful garden behind our house 😊

Lea (SM): To spend my days with my dad at his work 😊  He was fixing cars- so I

was his little helper 😊

Emilia (HP): The biggest fun for me was climbing on the trees with my friend.

Veronika F (MD).: For me it was just running with all my friends around our houses,

cooking from the grass, and flowers we found on the meadow. 😊

Jarka (SM): To get on the bus which my grandpa was driving, have a free ride

around our village, help him to check the passengers’ tickets and then get out like

nothing happened. I loved that💗

Jude (HP): Climbing trees, playing with my sister and our neighbours, riding bikes.

Still do that really 😊

Miška (KOL): I used to build small ponds for fish directly in the river. I dug a hole and

put stones around it. Unfortunately, no fish ever swam there as the river was small,

only small insects living in the water found their home there.

Inna (SM): Spending time with my grandparents in the summer. We were swimming

and playing different games every day.

WORLD OF WORK

In May, we also focused on the world of work - various jobs and occupations we can
become once we grow up.

MORE from KIDS DAY

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/b97e6448-1b1f-7e52-218d-976ef4a0c153/MORE_from_KIDS_DAY.pdf


We not even played or presented our future plans in everyday kindergarten life, but were
also happy to involve our parents to introduce their jobs bringing their passion and
inspiration to kids even closer. THANK YOU!



ON THE ROAD

Children of all ages went to streets to observe and learn how the traffic works. To make it
fun and special, they followed a „traffic scavenger hunt“ - spotting traffic signs, transport
means and traffic rules.



EVERYDAY LIFE 



Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check
the activities we´ve been working on.

LATEST NEWS

Alpacas as the winners of
"parents reading project"
took their trip to Bojničky
amusement park.

OUR ART GALLERY

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/99c01151-0314-199f-0b10-f338b2b62b33/MAY_2023_ART_GALLERY.01.pdf


WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL

Students at school got busy by various trips

and events, e.g. visiting Vienna as a part of

PBL in Y4. If you want to know more,

check www.cambridgeschool.eu
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